


- Together we are stronger. To fight against current and future 
unfair working conditions, we have to organise ourselves

- In solidarity with the Gorillas Workers Collective in Ber-
lin, we want to join them in the struggle against the bosses

- We are a collective of riders and members of the FAU and 
IWW self-organised grassroot unions

- First meeting will be on August 18, 17:00, at Schwarze 
Katze, Fettstraße 23. Join this telegram channel to get 
further news: https://t.me/RidersUnitedHH

- You will stay anonymous; nobody at management will know 
you’re with us.

In recent years, there has been a global rise of a food delivery 
industry, often delivered by bike, and exploitation of the em-
ployees has been following in its wake.

But, there has also been constant resistance to these efforts 
of increasing profits at the expense of workers’ health and 
well-being. Strikes, protests, workers councils, trust funds 

for striking riders, international organising and solidarity 
– These have been and continue to be tools the workers utilise 
to stand up for their rights – In Berlin, Davao, Hong Kong, Lith-
uania, Spain, and many more places.

We are a group of riders and members of the Unions FAU and 
IWW. Our goal is to organise delivery workers in Hamburg, 
and while we concentrate on the Gorillas workers right now, 
every rider is invited to join us.
The company’s reaction to the strikes and the founding of the 
the Gorillas Workers Collective in Berlin has shown that it is 
afraid of collective action, and it is clear they’re trying to find 
ways to mute us. They’re putting riders under stress tests, Pro-
ject Ace is being implemented right now, and recently, there 
have been talks of DoorDash, another huge delivery company 
from the United States, buying Gorillas.
It is unclear where all these developments will lead for the 
workers on the ground. But we want to be prepared.

Get organised now, to push for our demands to be fulfilled, 
and to build resilience against future violations of workers’ 
rights!
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GET TOGETHER, GET ORGANISED 

- WE’RE STRONGER IN NUMBERS!

Check out the website 
for more info, links, 
coordination efforts, 
etc.
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